GENERAL INTRODUCTION
from these hymns that God is above morality, and that
him it is an irrelevance. The Puranic stories are taken
granted. Krishna is a full incarnation of God, express
God in everything he does. It has been said above t
what in an ordinary man would be called his immoralii
are regarded in Krishna as so many signs of his innr
condescension ; but if God can so condescend, morality
indifferent to him. Similarly, in the easy theory of par
incarnations in the various Alvars there is no recognit
of morality as a requisite. In the symbols at the gi
Srirangam temple, as at other temples, there is rrn
of what anywhere else would have to be called in
cency; but there is no suggestion that this is repugn
to Vishnu. Morality is a category applicable only to m<
and it is not surprising that in some later developme
of the bhakti movement, by a perverted emphasis,
heaven that is held out as the goal of the bhakta cons
in sharing in the amorous sports of Krishna; to be ^\
God means to be freed from the vexatious limitati<
of humanity. God is at any rate not essentially ;
centrally righteous; and while it may be true that '
pure in heart shall see God/ the same result can
attained by other means. Apparently, as the stories of
Alvars suggest, the power of a mantra, the repetition
the sacred name, or even the use of the right ceremon
are as effective as right living and true thinking.1 In ot
words, there is no ?iecessary connection between bhakti £
character. Such a story as that of Tondaradippogli certai
emphasises the ethical; but on the other hand is the st<
of Tirumangai where a startling and profound religi<
experience left character entirely unaffected; he is at le
as unscrupulous after his ' conversion ' as before it, and th
is no hint of criticism on the part either of Vishnu or of '
later devotees of Tirumangai. Deliverance from sin, af
all, is not what is chiefly desired; sin is not the proble
but life itself. It would thus appear that the type of devot
that we are here considering gives no positive help to 1
living of the moral life; the possession of a charac
1 cf. the closing stanzas of many of the hymns.

